PRESS RELEASE

Sub: Re-scheduling of treatment in Regional Cancer Centre in view of corona Pandemic -Reg-

Chemotherapy, Radiotherapy and Surgery can induce immunosuppression in cancer patients. This may be deleterious to the patients in the current corona pandemic scenario.

Chemotherapy, Radiotherapy and Surgery scheduled between 23/03/2020 to 28/03/2020 has been deferred by a week. However emergency Chemotherapy Radiotherapy and Surgery will be undertaken.

For new dates, patients are requested to contact the below mentioned contact phone numbers between 10AM to 4PM.

Surgery : 8289893454, 0471-252 2902
Radiotherapy : 0471-252 2273/2442541/2445069/2445079
Chemotherapy : 0471-2442541 / 2445069/2445079
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